Schober Recital Organ offered to a good home

We have a Schober recital organ that is owned by Evelyn Ingram who was the organist at several churches in the Albuquerque area. She asked us to contact the Albuquerque Chapter of AGO to see if anyone in the organization would be interested in this organ. We want to find a good home for the organ.

Included with the organ are speakers, manuals, extra circuits, and organ bench.

Any variety of music can be played on the instrument including preparing students to play a pipe organ.

It was built by an electronics engineer husband, for his wife Evelyn Ingram, who taught music and set up music programs in NM churches. It has been well cared for over the years.

It measures 55" wide, 46.5 " deep with pedals, 43.5" high and weighs 250 lbs.

More information can be found on the Schober orphan organ website: http://www.users.cloud9.net/~pastark/sorecita.htm, and at this Schober Recital Organ restoration website: http://recital.mugwo.com/

Any money received goes toward support of Evelyn Ingram, now in an assisted living facility.

Thanks! Robert Hall & Betty Ingram, 505-344-7090 , rchall144@gmail.com